
The Military Routinely Disperses Aluminum-
Coated Fiberglass “Chaff” into the Air

written by GEG | February 12, 2024

Militaries around the world routinely disperse tiny bits of aluminum-coated fiberglass
and plastic — known as “chaff” — into the air column, for the claimed purpose of
shielding aircraft and ships from enemy radar. Peggy Hall suggests chaff may be a cover
story for chemtrails.

US Judge Blocks Air Force from Kicking Out,
Punishing Thousands of Unvaccinated Troops
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The Air Force’s recent vaccination statistics indicated that 6,803 members were denied
religious accommodation requests, while 2,847 requests remain pending, and only 104 were
approved. Approximately 2.9% of the Air Force’s entire ranks remain unvaccinated.

Navy Officer who Refused COVID ‘Vaccine’
Cleared of Misconduct in Groundbreaking
Legal Case
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Lt. Moseley became took a stand against the unlawful order to be a voice for thousands
of enlisted Sailors. On May 20, a Navy Administrative Board determined in a 3-0 vote
that he did not commit any misconduct by refusing to take the COVID-19 vaccine and was
permitted to continue serving.

Triple-Jabbed Defense Secretary Lloyd Austin
Tests Positive for Covid, Fires Troops who
Reject Vax
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A federal judge in Texas has granted a preliminary injunction stopping the Navy from
acting against 35 sailors for refusing on religious grounds to comply with Austin’s
order to get vaccinated against COVID-19.

Biden Administration Rejects Court Order to
Stop Terminating Employees Who Seek Vaccine
Exemptions
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The Biden White House rejected a Washington, DC district court order that would halt the
discipline and termination of civilian and active-duty military employees who sue over
religious exemptions to the administration’s vaccine mandate.
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Military, Federal Employees and Contractors
File Class-Action Lawsuit against Pentagon
over Vaccine Mandates
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The lawsuit argues that the mandate violates the First Amendment freedom of religion,
that the vaccines were developed using aborted fetal cells, and that the mandate is
unenforceable because it has only been issued an Emergency Use Authorization.

Pentagon Reveals Religious Exemption to
Bypass Mandatory Covid Vaccine
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Reports indicate that more than 74% of the Navy’s service members have received the
vaccine, the Air Force reported a 65% vaccination rate, and the Army claims 50% of its
service members have received at least one shot in the arm.

Australia: Military to Enforce Lockdown.
Outrageous Fines Proposed to Stop Protests.
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NSW proposed imposing fines of $20,000 on anti-lockdown protest organizers, $5,500
against protest attendees, and $11,000 fines against people sharing information on
social media about illegal rallies. More than 15,000 calls had been received from people
snitching on others for attending “illegal” protests.
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A Train of Military Laser and EMF Weapons
for Use on Civilians Seen in California
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The manufacturer’s literature says the weapons were developed primarily for use against
civilians. These ‘non-lethal’ weapons can be converted to death rays by increasing the
power. If martial law is declared, these vehicles will be on our streets.

2,400 Leading Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Scientists Sign Pledge Against Killer Robots
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More than 2.400 scientists who specialize in artificial intelligence (AI) have declared
that they will not participate in the development or manufacture of robots that can
identify and attack people without human oversight. 

President Trump Says Transgenders Will Not
Be Allowed to Serve in the Military
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The number of transgender people currently serving is estimated between 4,000 and 15,000
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and there is a current 6-month delay in allowing them to enlist.

It’s Here. Electrical Brain Stimulation Is
Being Developed by the US Military to Create
Super Soldiers.
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Obama’s BRAIN initiative of 2013 now includes technology to create Navy Seal ‘super
soldiers’ through transcranial electrical stimulation for ‘cognitive enhancement’ and
superhuman performance. It is an extension of the mind-control technology developed by
the CIA in the 1950s called MK-ULTRA, which was used to create obedient assassins.
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